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Abstract: The article considers the advantages and disadvantages of using the method of rational functions
as  to  the transformation  of  the  physical  models  of  space  scanner  system  cameras  of  high  and  super
high-resolution into the coordinate Rational Polynomial Coefficients (RPC) models of images. The advantages
of the coordinate RPC models include simplicity, the autonomy from the on-board and ground based cue
provided by instruments, high speed of operation, high precision and the lack of necessity in transferring
commercially relevant information about the structural characteristics of the camera and shooting modes to the
consumers of images. It must be noted that from the listed physical models’ advantages there remains only
higher precision, although some researchers indicate a much higher level of precision. Among the main
disadvantages of RPC models one could name their posteriori character and the need to perform a large volume
of photogrammetric operations for the calculation of Rational Polynomial Coefficients after the receiving of
shooting materials for processing. The proposed method is based upon the use of rational functions for
approximating not the results of physical models application but the analytical relations themselves, describing
these models. Unlike cumbersome coordinate algebraic polynomials of full third power with seventy-eight
coefficients and “object-camera” calculation scheme, we suggest using coordinate-time polynomials not higher
than in the second power with the number of coefficients no more than thirty and the model calculation scheme
“camera-ellipsoid”.

Key words: RPC models The method of rational functions  Space scanner systems  Photogrammetric
processing of images.

INTRODUCTION increases the level of computing costs connected with

Currently space scanner images are finding greater shooting [2]. 
application when designing and updating digital maps for Along with this, competitive activity on the world
various purposes, digital terrain models and the objects market of space images of high and super high-resolution
located on the terrain and solving other tasks. With the has sharply risen. In the early 2000s there appeared the
advent of optoelectronic scanning systems (OSS) of high concealment tendency of the design characteristics of
and super high-resolution, capable of putting the sight shooting equipment and shooting metadata from a wide
line along, at right angle to and across the space vehicle range of users, which are necessary for the development
route, the performance of satellite scanner shooting has and use of strict physical OSS models. The above
sharply increased [1]. Besides an object mode and mentioned tendency is steadily growing nowadays. Under
constant angle of observation OSS are now capable of these circumstances the so-called RPC image models have
operating in route and areal shooting modes with the become widely widespread. They are based upon the
duration of switch up to hundreds of seconds. As a approximation of the set of coordinates of image points
result, shooting geometry has become significantly and the corresponding terrain points obtained as a result
complicated, strict physical models of space OSS cameras of using strict physical models of OSS cameras being not
have become sophisticated and dynamic. It significantly available for a wide range of users [3]. In accordance with

photogrammetric processing of large routes of scanner
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this, customers, besides the original space image, get the equation (1) being functions of time and their
sets of coefficients of algebraic polynomials in full third
power transmitted from the geodetic coordinates (latitude,
longitude, altitude) of terrain points in the boundaries of
the swath, allowing to calculate the corresponding plane
coordinates on the image. This approach being used,
consumers receive a toolkit for real-time processing of
modern scanner images with acceptable precision for
practice and firms-manufacturers keep in secret innovative
design characteristics of shooting equipment from
consumers. However, recent studies [4-5] indicate that in
most cases the precision of photogrammetric processing
using RPC models is much worse than potential precision
and is two or three times worse than the real precision of
strict photogrammetric models, which necessitates the use
of high-precision control points. Therefore, the search for
alternative approaches to designing simple, precision and
high performance models of space scanner images of high
and super high-resolution is an actual scientific problem.

Body of the article. In this paper we propose the
method of solution of the above mentioned problem. This
method is based not on the approximation of the results
of physical OSS models application. It is based upon the
analytical relations, describing these models. We shall
study the essence of the method by the example of the
approximation of the physical model of OSS camera
obtained on the basis of geometrical model of the Central
Sight Line (CSL) of OSS in the form of its direction
cosines in a geocentric Greenwich coordinate system
WGS-84:

R (t) =R (t) + D (t), L (t) (1)0 0 0
S

where R (t)=(X ,Y ,Z )  - radius-vector of the intersection0 0 0 0 T

point of camera CSL with the earth's surface; R (t) =0

- radius-vector of centre of space vehicle mass;
D - length of CSL from the centre of projection to the0

point of intersection with the earth's surface; L (t)=0

- column vector of cosines, determining

the direction of a camera CSL to the point of the earth's
surface.

In the designation of the equation parameters (1), the
upper index '0' indicates that within the set of the virtual
optical rays, participating in forming the image, our paper from  the  centre  of  projection of OSS camera
considers the main optical axis passing through the centre
of photo detector and the center of the projection of OSS
camera in the direction of the earth's surface. Parameter
models R (t),L (t) D (t) will be subjected tos

0 0

approximation which are included in the right part  of  the

approximation functions P* will be designated by the
upper index * which will be built in the interval shooting
(t ,t ) as 0 K

P* = p  + p t  + p t +p t +…, (2)0 1 h 2 h 3 h
2 3

where p ,p ,p ,p ,…- are the polynomials coefficients; h0 1 2 3

=0,1,2,…,H — the serial number of the control point on
the orbit trajectory and the CSL track on the earth's
surface.

In compliance with this, we shall use the Kepler
model of undisturbed motion of a space vehicle as a
physical model R (t) [6] and its approximation functionS

RS* in the form (2) will be built in accordance with
expression (2) based upon the reference values of
Greenwich coordinates R (t) of the trajectory points of aS

space vehicle orbit, obtained with the help of a physical
model in the shooting interval. Then the function R *,S

approximating a space vehicle position in the shooting
interval, will be as:

= (3)

Having differentiated the expression (3) according to
time parameter, we derive approximating function R *,S

describing time characteristics for the constituents of a
space vehicle speeds of movement in the shooting
interval. We obtain the following:

= (4)

As a physical model L (t) of direction cosines of CSL0

we shall use a well-known functional connection of
direction   cosines   of   collinear   vectors    from the
theory  of  vector  algebra

  which determine the directions

respectively toward the point of the earth's surface in
Greenwich coordinate system and toward the geometrical
centre of the photo  detector  with  the  sensors of
charge-coupled device (CCD) in the sighting coordinate
system.
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We have: As a physical model of CSL D (t) that can be

(5)

where A(t) - the matrix of direct cosines, describing the
transition from the sighting into the Greenwich coordinate
system.

Mathematical  description  of  the   matrix  elements
A (t) is determined by the work principles of the
orientation and stabilization system of a space craft and
the stellar camera if you have the latter one. In our paper
it does not matter because the solution of the problem is
being considered in general terms. Then we assume that
the elements of the matrix A(t) are known and it has the
following structure:

(6)

Considering [7], that for the geometric centre of photo
detector of OSS in CCD matrices the following values are
valid , we insert them in (5).
Taking into account (6) we get the following physical
model L (t) of direct cosines of CSL which is subject to0

approximation:

(7)

Then, applying the scheme of approximation (2) to
the known reference values of the matrix elements and,
considering that each element of the matrix  is

approximated  by  a  second-power  polynomial, we
obtain:

 (8) 

where 1, 2, 3 - polynomial coefficients of the second
power for (t) 4, 5, 6 - - polynomial coefficients of the13

second power for (t) 7, 8, 9- - polynomial coefficients23

of the second power for (t).33

0

described with the help of length of virtual beam from the
centre of space craft mass to the surface of the earth's
ellipsoid without taking into account the relief, we'll use
the following expression [8]:

(9)

In expression (9) we have the following:

(10)

; a =6378137 , b =6356752,26 .

Then, inserting into the relations (9) - (10) instead of
parameters  polynomials (8) which

describe them and having designated new expressions
, we obtain the approximating function for CSL

as:

(12)

As a result, replacing the parameter models in the
right side of the expression (1) for approximating
functions, we obtain:

R (t) = R * + D*, L*,0
S

where R *, D*, L* - approximating functions beingS

described in expressions (3), (8) and (12).

CONCLUSION

To study the desired and the real accuracy of
approximation of the OSS physical models the author
realized simulation of various route shooting modes of
OSS. The results obtained and presented earlier in the
works [8-10], suggest the following. The character of
changes in the time of element values 
of matrix (t) and the coordinates  of
a  space craft is almost straightforward. It allows choosing
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the approximating functions with small power 4. Fraser,    C.S.,  G.  Dial  and  J.  Grodecki,  2006.
polynomials, which will provide the required accuracy of Sensor orientation via RPCs. ISPRS Journal of
approximation of the orbital and angular shooting Photogrammetry     and      Remote         Sensing,
parameters. In the first case, the required accuracy of 60(3): 182 -194.
approximation of the matrix elements A(t) follows from (1) 5. Zhao, D., X.X. Yuan and X. Liu, 2008. Epipolar line
and is determined by the formula , where generation from IKONOS.imagery based on rational

. It is obvious that
achieving submeter accuracy in calculating the geocentric
coordinates of points on the earth surface, other factors
being equal and the error of approximation of direction
cosines should not exceed 110 , . . . The same6

phenomenon occurs in relation to the approximation of a
space vehicle coordinates.

Resume: Smooth change of physical model parameters of
a space vehicle progressive motion and the direction
cosines of sight line of space scanner systems allows
using rational functions for their approximation based on
the use of simple algebraic polynomials of second power
relative to the current time of the shooting. Comparative
analysis of the evaluation accuracy of Greenwich
coordinates of the earth surface points by strict formulas
and approximating dependencies demonstrated the
difference in accuracy not exceeding a few centimeters
that testifies considerable increase of methodological
accuracy of the proposed approach over the traditional
RPC method. 
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